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ABSTRACT Identifying and segmenting various kinds of highly profitable customers is a critical issue
for telecom enterprises. However, the continual increase in the dimension and the volume of data makes
traditional approaches inefficient and even unfeasible. To overcome these problems, a novel statistically
motivated parallel large sum submatrix biclustering algorithm based on Spark MapReduce (SP-PLSS) is
proposed in this paper. Different from traditional approaches, the SP-PLSS is driven by a newly proposed
bicluster model, and clusters both customer samples and consumer attributes simultaneously so that it could
finely identify and segment the highly profitable customers who share similarly upscale purchasing behavior
on a small fraction of attributes. Furthermore, with the implementation of the MapReduce framework on
a Spark platform, the SP-PLSS significantly improves the efficiency and scalability of handling the large
dataset. The extensive experiments on a real-world telecom consumption data and synthetic large datasets
show that, in comparison with other competing algorithms, the SP-PLSS could provide operators with a
comparatively advanced, scalable, and feasible solution in identifying and segmenting highly profitable
telecom customers with superior clustering results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the advancement of communication technologies, telecom industry has witnessed the coming of the big data era in
recent years. According to the statistics of the International
Telecommunication Union, there are more than 7 billion
mobile cellular subscriptions by the end of 2015, corresponding to a penetration rate of 97% up from 738 million
in 2000 [1]. Due to the limitation of resources and manpower,
there is an urgent need for telecom companies to identify
and segment various homogeneous subgroups of highly profitable customers who contribute most of the enterprises’ revenue [2]. The most obvious benefit is that it can allow operators to deploy resources more effective according to different
subgroups’ characteristics and then further offer personalized
and differentiated services to maintain the good relationship
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with them. Nevertheless, nowadays conventional approaches
of identifying and segmenting highly profitable customers
are faced with two main challenges in the context of telecom big data. The first challenge comes from the critical
limitation of traditional independent row-column clustering
(IRCC) methods and existing biclustering algorithms, especially when dealing with highdimensional consumer records.
So far, k-means algorithm [3]–[6] self-organizing maps
(SOM) [7]–[12], fuzzy cmeans (FCM) algorithm [13]–[16]
and other IRCC methods have been widely considered in market segmentation. Among them, kmeans algorithm is the most
commonly used technique. For example, Liu et al. [6] put
forward a systematically integrated big data mining approach
based on k-means to find out high value customers. Another
related method SOM that can project high-dimensional input
space onto a low-dimensional topology has been recently
applied to market segmentation. For instance Yao et al. [10]
proposed a SOM-Ward clustering algorithm to segment the
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